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KilEDS SUPPLEJ/ffiFTARY TO COm FOR FATTENIUG STEERS.
The American Corn Belt has in possessing the great crop which
makes it famous, an advantage in the matter of profitatle teef pro-
duction over all other agricultural regions in the v/orld.
Naturally enough the mainstay of the teef producer in this
region is corn as it is the cheapest stock-food here ottainatle
.
Indeed, our corn is so cheap that foreigners tuy it, ship it half
way round the world and then find profit in its use for "beef pro-
duction ,
Corn, however, is not a complete and perfect food for the
fattening animal, still less the growing animal. Hence the matter
of feeds to te used with corn, supplementary to it, is of the great-
est importance to those whose livelihood depends upon its economical
utilization
.
Prom a very ec?.rly date in the history of corn in its use for
teef production it has teen found profitatle to supplement it v/'ith
other feeds grovm in the same region. These supplements have teen
used on toth the concentrate and the roughage sides of the ra,tion.
That is, we have fed v/ith corn some other grain foods and with corn
stover or stalks some other veirieties of roughage.
The present high prices of grain and cattle have given to the
producers of teef a great incentive to the further study of the
economical use of corn and other feeds as a great diversity of opin-
ion and methods prevails in their use in the ration for fattening
animals
.

This experiment was undertaken with the idea in view of con-
trituting evidence on the general sutject of feeds ,toth concentrates
and roughage ,to "be used supplementary to corn in teef production.
It is also an attempt to gain information on the question of how
nitrogenous a i-ation we shall find greatest profit in feeding to
fattening steers and also upon the protlem of the form in which we
shall ^supply this nitrogen. It is expected that this experiment
will furnish a tasis of comparison of the three rations used in
which clover hay as a supplement to corn is opposed to shredded
corn stover and timothy hay on one hand and to shredded corn stover,
timothy hay and gluten mea,l on the other.
Three lots of steers are fed on corn. That lot which receives
corn, timothy hay and corn stover consumes a ration v^hich is gener-
ally thought to te too poor in nitrogen to te an economical one.
Another lot is given the same feeds except tha.t an attempt is made
to "balance the ration on the concentrate side "by the su"bst itut ion
of the very highly nitrogenous corn product, gluten meal, for a
part of the corn. V/ith the other lot of steers the corn fed is
supplemented on the roughage side "by feeding it with clover hay.
It is desired to compare the amounts and character of the flesh
produced ty these different rations and thus to establish such a
relation of value between thera, that, "being given the cost of feeds
and feeding cattle and the prota"ble value of the finished product,
it will 1e possi"ble to determine v;hich feeds we shall b-e ab-le to
use to greatest profit and what grade of market product v/e shall
produce
.
The matter of individuality as affecting al^ility to fatten
also receives consideration.
The pigs following the steers in this experiment constitute
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an important feature of the protlem. The marked differences in the
amounts of protein, cartohydrates and mineral matter supplied ty
these rations should produce marked differences in the amount and
character of the growth not only of the steers, tut of the pigs
follov/ing them.
THE PURCHASE OP THE STEERS.
Being ready to "begin this experiment at a-tout the middle of
January, 1902, a short feeding period was decided upon "because of
the nature of the feeds and the length of the time until hot v/eather.
Hence it v^ras thought desiral-le to purchase half-fat cattle such as
v;ould b-e marketable after three months' feeding.
A trip was made to the Union Stock Yards, Chicago on Mondaj^,
January 13, for the purpose of b-uying steers for this experiment.
An order was placed in the hands of Clay, Rotinson & Co. for fort^r-
tv/o steers weighing one thousand pounds each, as young and even as
possible, vdthout horns, and in good flesh. The teef-cattle sales-
man of this company promptly said that the prospect for filling
this order v;as exceedingly poor; that there had not been a car-lood
of such cattle in the market for six months. It was said that such
cattle as could be finished in three months v/ere going to the pack-
ers at prices that put them quite out of reach of the feeder. Pack-
ers v/ere buying everything of the cow kind that had weight to their
credit. Animals that would have been passed as, feeders a year pre-
viously v/ere being purchased by packers at |'.5.50 to t'6.00 per hun-
dred weight. There were very few feeders in the market. On Tues-
day, January 14, the order v;as filled by purchasing cattle conform-
ing as nearly to the specifications as possible. Porty-two were
selected from a bunch of about seventy and purchased at
.f4.60 per
cwt
.
i were driven from full troughs at about four o'clock P. M.,

_^
weighed at 917 pounds each, loaded into tv:o cars and shipped to
Champaign, Illinois via the Illinois Central railroad. They were
unloaded at Chanipaign on the morning of January 15 and driven to
the Agricultural Experiment Station farm.
As furnishing evidence on the grade of the cattle purchased,
the following is quoted from the Chicago Live Stock Y/orld of Jan-
uary 14, 1902.
"In this line the trade has teen showing a picking-up tendency
for some time and ,:/rices have teen firming up. Early to-day there
was not much outside inquiry tut local dealers, after a fairly lively
trade yesterday afternoon, were v/illing to do tusiness and were all
out pickinf^ up fresh supplies at fully steady prices. A really
smooth and attractive tunch of 1000 pound feeding steers v/ould sell
at around $4.75 tut in a general w^ the good-colored 800 to 1000
pound grade of feeding steers are selling at .^3.75 to (H.OO with
something very nice at $4,25 and fancy up to ^4,50, a 600 to 750
pound fair grade |i3.25 to $3.60 and very common light stuff, 12. to
$2.75."
These prices were for straight loads. A selected lot such as
was purchased for this experiment came at a higher figure.
As regards teef cattle, the following quotation from the same
paper as the atove, gives the quotations in this line of trade:
"The usual Tuesday condition of supply teing almost exclusively
made up of medium to common steers and tutcher stock, prevailed.
There were no really choice steers seen and market tone was such
that all cattle carrying fat and quality enough to compete in the
shipping trade were movatle at the Monday tasis of prices, fully
steady for the test of them, tut slow for a half-fat warmed-up kind
of steers that sell from around $5.75 down to the feeder grades and
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then fully steady for a 900-1000 pound kind of steers that feeder
"buyers would compete for. While there were no choice to tajicy
cattle here to-day the market stands quotatle at atout ^;^7.00 to
|7,50 for choice to fancy teevesi good to choice steers, 1200 pounds
and up, $6.50 to $7.00; fair to good heavy, $5.50 to o|;6.75; fair
to good, same weight, $4.25 to $4.7 5, with very common light killers,
$3.75 to $4.25."
In regard to these steers as a lunch it should te said that
the^A v/ere a fairly even lot of two-year-old feeders, of good colors,
tut very ordinary quality; rather too thin in flesh for a short
feeding period, tut very quiet in disposition; they were apparently
in good thrift except for the presence of lice and wartles. They
were certainly not choice; neither could they te called decidedly
inferior although verging upon this latter condition. Possitly
half of them could in time have teen made prime steers, tut the
other half could never te sold as fancy cattle. Taken as a v/hole
they showed much Shorthorn tlood. The predominating faults of the
tunch v/ere those of unimproved cattle generally, a tendency to te
rough-toned and "leggy" and to te lacking in thickness of flesh,
depth of flank and quarters, spring of rits, and treadth of tody.
They lack that treeding and quality which would made it a prof it at le
undertaking to fatten them to a thoroughly finished condition.
Four steers from this tunch v/ere set apart for another purpose
and one additional steer was purchased at $4.60 per c\'v't . from
W. C. Dallentach of Champaign, Illinois to make the tunch divisitle
into the three equal lots reqiiired ty the projected experiment.
On January 18, the thirty-nine steers were divided into tliree
lots of thirteen each; the tasis of division teing three-fold. It
was desired to separate them into lots of equal weight and quality
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and possessed with equal atility to gain in v^eight . The steers in
Lot 1 were numtered from 1 to 13; those in Lot 2, from 14 to 26,
and those in Lot 3, from 27 to 39. On April 2, No. 8 was taken
from Lot 1 and Ho. 27 from Lot 3. These two steers were sold to
W. C. Dallentack at $4.60. On April 5, No. 15 v/as taken from Lot 2
and sold to V/. C. Dallen"bach at $3.00 per cv/t . The removal of one
steer from each lot was made necessary ty the fact tha.t No. 15
proved to te such an inferior animal as to endanger the value of
the results of the experiment. Hence, the experiment was concluded
with twelve steers in each of the three lots and steers Nos. 8, 15,
and 27 do not appear in the notes on individuals.
THE FEED LOTS.
The lots in which these steers were fed were each 36 x 60 feet
in size and v;ere protected ty an open shed 12 feet deep on the north
side and ty a solid fence on the v;est . The lots sloped very slight-
ly to the south and the soil was the very deep, tlack, prairie loam
which is characteristic of Central Illinois.
Water was supplied in these lots from eight foot galvanized-
iron tanks which were toxed in, packed and covered viith hinged tops
to protect them from the cold and to allow of keeping the steers
away from the water at times when their weights were to te taken.
Grain was fed in unprotected troughs and hay was fed in racks
on the south and east sides of the lots. Salt was kept constantly
tefore the ste^^rs in toxes under the sheds.
During severe wea,ther the lots were frequently tedded with
straw and v/ere kept comfort at le enough, tut from the middle of Fet-
ruary until the middle of May when the manure v/as hauled out
they v;ere as deep with the accumulated mire as such
places often get. Many tons of straw were used
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in an effort to keep the steers out of the mud, "but without encour-
aging success. The rich, mucky soil of this region can not te said
to furnish the test floor for a small feed lot to te used in winter.
THE PRELIMIiTARy PEEDIUG.
From January 18 until Fetruary 8, a period of twenty- one days
the steers were fed in three lots in order to accustom them to their
food and quarters and to put them in a uniform attitude toward
their respective experimental rations. The steers were started on
four pounds of corn, each, daily. On January 29, Lot 3 receiTed
its first allowance of gluten meal. The quantity fed at this time
was one pound per steer per day, the weight of corn fed to this ]ot
"being decreased ty the amount of the gluten meal substituted for it.
By the end of this preliminary feeding period the steers in Lots 1
and 2 v;ere receiving ten pounds of corn, each, daily and the steers
in Lot 3 were receiving seven and tv/o-thirds pounds of corn and
three and one-third pounds of gluten meal.
The roughness fed during this period was at first clover hay
alone. Later the three lots were gradually put onto the roughage
ration of the experiment so that "by the end of this period each
steer of Lot 1 received twenty pounds of clover hay da.ily and each
steer of Lots 1 and 2 received ten pounds each of timothy hay and
shredded corn stover daily.
During this preliminary feeding of twenty-one days the steers
gained, on the average, 2,44 pounds each, daily. Their average
daily grain ration was 7,1 pounds and the average daily roughage
ration was 23 pounds. The average amount of feed consumed per pound
of gain was corn, 2,91 pounds and roughage, 9,43 pounds. The pro-
portion of grain fed to roughage fed was as 1 : 3.24. During this
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time the steers eained nineteen pounds in live weight per tushel of
corn consumed.
The atove figures represent the characteristic Lehavlor of
thin steers just getting onto feed. They eat hay ravenously and
make tremendous gains for the feed consizmed. This seems to te due
not so much to the filling up of the alimentary canal or to the
lairing on of fat as to the upiuilding a,nd restoration to healthy
activity of v/asted and impoverished tissues.
TlilEDnTG AEB CAEE OF THE STEERS.
During the v/inter the steers were fed their grain cit seven
o'clock A, M. and four o'clock P. M., the roughage also "being fed
twice a day after the grain was eaten. The steers were allowed
three quarters of an hour in which to eat their grain and after that
time had elapsed, if any feed remained in the troughs it was taken
away and the troughs swept clean. Waste grain was v/eighed and de-
ducted from the total amount fed, only grain actually consumed teing
considered in the computation of results. Waste roughage was also
weighed principally as an indication of the quality of the feed.
Since this v/aste hay was no longer valuatle as food the amount was
not deducted from that fed, the total quantity offered the steers
being considered as consumed.
The three lots of steers were started on shelled corn and this
v;ith the gluten meal fed to Lot 3 was the only grain fed during
Petruary and March, It soon "became apparent, however, tha.t Lot 3
did not like the gluten meal and as it did not mix easily v/ith
shelled corn it wa.s deemed advisa"ble to grind the grain. Turing
the first two weeks of April the corn fed to all three lots of
steers v/as gradually changed from, shelled corn to corn and co"b meal.
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The grain was then fed in this form until the last period of the
experiment, from May 31 to .^une 14, during which time a small portion
of the grain was fed in the form of pure corn meal.
The first grain was fed to the steers on January 18. The amouni
fed on this date v/as four pounds each. The amount of grain fed was
very slowly increased so that the steers v/ere receiving ten pounds
of corn, each, daily on Petruary 8 v/hen the experiment proper tegan.
Not until the first period of two weeks in April did the amount of
corn fed daily to each steer in Lots 1 and 2 reach tv/enty pounds.
Lot 3 during this period ate nineteen and a half pounds of grain per
steer per day. By the end of the experiment on June 14, Lot 1 had
got up to twenty-five and four-tenths pounds, Lot 2 to twenty- two
and six- tenths pounds and Lot 3 to twenty- one and seven-tenths
pounds of grain per steer per day.
The roughage fed to Lot 1 was clover hay alone from the "be-
ginning to the end of the experiment although a little timothy hay
was fed after the final v/eights of the exi)eriment were taken to
prevent "bloating during shipment. The amount fed from day to day
was carefully regulated according to the appetites of the steers
and the percentage of waste from period to period can not te con-
sidered as of much significance except as indicating the varying
quality of the hay fed. This the figures do indicate r;uite defin-
itely. In general the clover hay was very good.
The roughage fed to Lots 2 and 3 was at first timothy hay and
shredded corn stover, and later the supply of shr' dded stover teing
exhausted, cut stover was fed in its place. In the shredded stover
the stalk v/as torn up into small splinters and the leaves torn into
shreds while in the cut stover the stalk v/as cut into short pieces
and the leaves left nearly whole. In this locality the latter
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inethod of preparation is much preferred especially for horse feed-
ing "because it is said that a hungry animal will cut its mouth on
the sharp splinters of the stallc in shredded stover as it will not
do on the squarecut pieces of stalk in cut stover. The animals
seem to eat very little of the coarsest part of the stalk in either
case. pronounced difference was noticeatle in the attitude of
the steers toward the stover prepared in these two ways. On April
23 the feeding of corn stover was discontinued as the proportion
rejected had tecome so large and the amount fed had tecome so small
that its further use seemed inadvisable. From this date until the
conclusion of the experiment the only roughage fed to Lots 2 and 3
v;as timothy hay,
SPRAYING FOR LICE.
The cold v/eather prevailing at the time of purchase of the
ca.ttle made it impossitle to treat them for lice immedia.tel^^ as was
desired. They seemed to te tadly infested and rutted large patches
of hair from their shoulders and tuttocks.
Lot 1 vras finally treated, however, on March 11, Lot 3 on
March 14, and Lot 2 on Inarch 19. They were sprayed with a ten per
cent, solution of kerosene emulsion j a numtered tag was placed in
the ]eft ear of each animal; and the wartles, consideratle n"umters
of v;hich were to te found in the steers' tacks, were removed. The
steers seemed to approve of these small attentions and many came
tack for a second treatment after having teen driven from the chute.
It v/as found that on the average one stec-r could te driven from
the feed-lot, fastened in the chute, tagged and sprayed in ten
minutes, a very large part of this time usually teing taken up in
getting the steer into the chute.
Six quarts of emulsion v;ill thoroughly drench the steer. The
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cost of materials used to kill the lice on one steer was just one
cent. This spraying was entirely effective and produced great
improveiiiont in the condition of the scurfy and irritated hides. It
completely put an end to scratching and rutting.
The steers and pigs were weighed throughout the experiment on
alternate Saturday mornings and hence the records hare teen computed
in periods, of two weeks each. The water tanl:s v/ere always closed
on the evening previous to the weighing. The animals were v/eighed
immediately after eating their grain, neither hay nor water teing
given them until after weights were taken. The initial weights of
steers and pigs were taken on Fetruary 6, 7 and 8, the average of
three weights teing ascertained in order to estatlish as true a
tasis as possitle from which to make sut sequent computations.
BEHAVIOR 0? THE STEERS.
The steers in Lot 1 were always hungry for toth corn and clover
hay and v/ould have eaten consideratly more grain. They ate more
hay and more grain than either of the other lots and were almost
never off feed. They were satisfactory animals to handle and could
always te depended upon to te v/aiting for their feed with hearty,
consistent appetites. They have alwa.ys looked tright and healthy.
Although given no roughage except clover hay they were not too loose
at any time during the experiment although they did show a, slight
tendency to tecome so a.t the teginning when they A^ere eating a large
quantity of clover.
The steers in I.ot 2 acted dull and heavy from the start. As
compa-red with Lot 1 their anrietites have teen weak and irregular.
They did not care to eat any quantity of rourhage, either timothy
hay or corn stover. They consumed less roughage than either of the
other lots. Although they occasionally manifested a desire for corn

teyorA tlie amount usually fed the:'- c^id not seem to direst it v/hen
allowed a greater quantity.
The steers in Lot 3 v/ere especially ca-nricious and trouT-.lesome
and required very close watcliing. The:'' were repeatedly off feed,
some individuals almost never manifesting a hearty appetite, ilo
attempt was made to feed them more than three pounds of gluten meal
per steer per d.a.y . Di^ring the first part of the experiment so much
difficulty was experienced with this lot of steers on account of the
gluten nenl that it was thought th-^t possihl^^ it vras not of the test
quality. Early i^ l'jci.j they were given a rest from the gluten nea.l
for aliout tvro weclis and curing this ti^ie they ate their corn with
much tetter relish. Their weights for these two weeks cpjne up with
a hound as though the steers had teen much relieved hy the change.
A fresh lot of meal was purchased from the factory with the stipu-
lation that it should he ahsolutely fresh and the steers were again
given an allowance of this feed. They were given meal from this lot
during the last mont-h of the experiment and made little trouhle "by
rejecting their feed. The gluten meal was administered hy pouring
it on top of the corn and coh neal after the latter had teen spread
around in the troughs. Then the tv;-o were mixed. At first the steer;^
avoided this nevr meal as they had the first lot and hunted for place;
i
where t?ie corn and coh meal vms uncontaminated hy the oh j ect ionahle
hy-product . They soon came to like it however, and it hecame no
longer necessary to mix the two kinds of meal. A steer would care-
fully lick the gluten raeal off from the top of the corn and coh
iieal; then having a good mouthfull he v;ould elevate his head, shut
his e3''es and slov/ly chev; it down as though it were too sv/eet to lose
hy swallowing. The hehavior of the steers at this time leaves lit-
tle room for douht that the meal fed during the first part of the
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exper3np>nt was in some way lacking in palat a'bility
.
Gluten meal is an extremely rich food,- rich in oil and rich
in protein. Corn products and preparations generally, tut particu-
larly those rich in protein "become stale much more rapidly than
preparations of other grains. They are quite susceptitle to in-
fluence "by moisture and hence are difficult to ship. Gluten meal
tends to lose its bright color and sv/eet ordor with time and expos-
ure and in this stale condition it seems not to "be acceptable to
fattening steers.
TILE ]?IITISHIjIG OF THE STEERS.
As the steers under experiment "began to round up into marketable
"beeves it "became apparent that there v/ould "be considera'ble differ-
ences in the dates at which the three lots would "be finished and
also in the style of the finish attained.
It is well knov/n that the last pounds of flesh taken on "by the
finishing animal are "by far the most expensive produced during the ,
life of the "beast, and also that these last pounds of flesh, expen-
sive though they "be, yield in the case of the animal of good quality
much the greatest profit of any produced during the whole growing
and fattening process since this finish occasions a grea.ter rise in
value per pound than is produced "by the same num"ber of pounds of
increase at any other time during the life of the animal and pro-
duces this rise in value on a greater live v;eight. In the case of
the plain "beast, however, there in not so great a rise in value per
pound during the acquirement of prime condition. Hence it "^ecom.es
a matter of utmost importanf-e to the feeder that he "be atle to de-
termine just when a fattening "b-east of good quality is prime and
also that he consider, especially in the case of the animal lacking
in quality, the cost of gains in relation to the rise in value per
"oound.
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In order to procure data on the sutject of comparative ripe-
ness and quality of these three lots of steers, their comparative
market value and their actual and comparative rate of advance in
market value during the finishing process, the Experiment Station
ottained the assistance of 'Kr . John Alexander of the live-stock
commission firm of Alexander, ¥/ard and Conover of Ciiicago. Mr.
Alexander made three visits at intervals of two weeks during the
last six v/-eeks of the experiment.
On May 17, Mr. Alexander valued Lot 1 at 1)6.60 per cwt . , Lot 2
at $6.50 per cwt., and Lot 3 at $6.75 per cwt. He pronounced Lot 3
to te the ripest tujich and rated Lot 1 ten cents per cwt. higher
than Lot 2 because of the greater amount of flesh carried. There
was little difference in the quality of Lots 1 and 2. Lot 1 was
more fleshy than Lot 2, tut m^as said not to have shed off as well as
Lots 2 and 3 and that while this matter is really of no importance
as indicating the quality or the condition of the flesh it frequent-
ly means ten cents per cv;t . in the market merely "because of the
appearance of the animals
.
It was also said that steers of the quality possessed ty these
under experiment could not te carried to a complete finish with
profit . While it v/ould take twelve v/eeks more of feeding to make
these animals fat enough to go as prime steers it was thought te-
cause of their lack of quality that six weeks more, ¥;as as long a
time as it was advisatle to hold them.
On May 31, tv/o weeks after the first visit, Mr. Alexander made
a second estimate on the value of the steers. On this date he
graded Lot 1 as "Fair to good", Lot 2, as "Pair", and Lot 3 as "Good".
During the last two weeks Lots 1 and 2 had gained three pounds
per day ner head, while Lot 3 had gained 2.77 pounds per day per
head. This improvement added 15 cents per cwt. to the
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value of esch lot, making Lot 1 vz-orth $6.75, Lot 2, ^|;6.^5 p.rd Lot 3,
$6.90 on a tasis of the market of May 17. The top price on the
market on Ma3^ 17 was $7.60 to $7.65. During the next t^'/o '^'eeks the
market declined from 15 to P'^ cents on top cattle and 25 to 40 cents
on good to choice t.eeves. On May 31 the top price v/as $7.50. On
the "basis of the m.arket of Jiay 31, Lot 1 was v/orth $6.40, Lot 2, !
$6.25 and Lot 3, $6.60, there teing a loss of 20, 25 and 15 cents
respectively on the three lots during the two weeks though the gains
in weight which the steers had made had increapsed the value of . each
lot "by 15 cer-its per cv:t . on the "basis of a stationary market.
During the next two weeks Lot 1 gained 1.7 pounds, Lot 2, .863
of a pound and ijOt 3, 1.36 pounds per steer per day, these poor
gains "being due to exceedingly oppressive weather, heavy rains and
muddy lots. These gains added to the value of Lots 1, 2 and 3, ten,
ten and fifteen cents respectively. On June 14 Mr. Alexs-nder valued
Lot 1 at $6.85, Lot 2 at $6.75 and Lot 3 a.t $7.05 on the tasis of
the market of May 17. During this period of two v/eeks the market
had improved to such an extent, however, that Lots 1, 2 and 3 were
actually v/orth on "'.'/'ednesday , June 11, $7.35, $7.15 and $7.50 per
cwt . respectively, top cpttle selling on this date at $7.95 per cwt
.
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From Talile Ho. 1 we see that during the month of I.lay the steers
of each lot made gains in v/eight and increase in value per pound on
the ]:.asis of a stationary marhet v/hich paid for the feed consiomed
and left a profit. During the first two weeks of June the weather
v/as so unfavorable that the improvement of the steers was not suffi-
cient to pa.y for the feed consumed. The total result of the last
four v/eeks ' feeding v/as a profit of $2.86 ahove the cost of feed,
figured on the "basis of a stationar^-^ market. Hence it would seem
that the profit in feeding these cattle at this time would not have
teen great without a rise in the market. The showing, however, was
much injured ty the unusually tad weather prevailing during the last
tvro v;eeks
.
During the last four weeks the gain in value per pound on the
tasis of a stationary market v/as at the rate of 6 2/3 cents per cwt
.
per week. On a hundred days' feed this would amount to a gain in
value per cwt . of 95 cents . At present prices of feed it is hardly
to "be supposed that cattle could he fed at a profit on that "basis.
Hence on a stationary market the feeding of these steers for a
longer time would hardly have "been Just if ia"ble
.
Had they "been of "better "breed quality so that there
might ha.ve "been greater increa.se in value per pound during finishing
it may he tha.t they could have "been fed longer at a profit even on
a 3tationa,ry ma-rket
.
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The market, however, was not stationary. Tatle jTo , 2 shows
that v/'hile the steers v/ere fed at a loss of $119.03 during the last
two weeks of May in spite of the splendid gains made, the rise in
the rnarlcet during the first two v/eeks of June was so great that in
spite of riiseratly jjoor gains during this period, the cattle rose
in value to such an extent that the final profit in holding the
steers for the four v/eeks v/as $206.61.
During the last four vreeV.s the cattle did not rise in value per
pound, on the "basis of a stationary market, at a rate which would
Justify our holding them longer. They were not making as great
gains in value per pound per v/eek as they had made during the pre-
ceeding part of the experiment. They had passed the point where
they made the greatest returns in increased value for the feed con-
sumed, hut still they were paying for their feed even on the "basis
of a stationary market.
The time of greatest profit in feeding these steers seemed to
have passed tut still "because of the rise in the market it proved
to he very profitahle to hold them until June 14. The fact that the
heef experts at the packing house considered the carcasses to he as
fat as it v/as desirahle to have meat of that quality v/ould make it
seem unlikely that much profit v/ould have accrued from feeding the
steers longer with a hope of much further rise in value per pound.
The nearer the selliiig price per pound and the cost of production
per pound are together and the heavier the cattle the longer may we
continue to feed for a slight rise in va.lue per pound.
In finishing and marketing cattle it is of greatest importance
to the feeder that he knov/ what the gains in v/eight are costing per
pound, the rise in market value per pound v/hich these gains are pro-
ducing, and the movem.ents of the ma.rket not necessarily for prime
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cattle, tut for that particular grade and quality of cattle which he
has in hand
.
On June 22 the cattle were shipped to Chicago via the Illinois
Central railroad. They arrived in good condition at the Stock Yards
on Monday morning, June 23. On this date top cattle sold for $8.25
per cwt
.
The three lots v;ere sold ty Clay, Rotinson & Co. to the
Schwarzschild, julzberq:er Ce .
,
Lot 1 r ringing $7.25, Lot 2, |:7.00
and Lot 3, $7.50 pur cwt. In spite of uhe rise in the price of top
cattle, the fair to good sort of light v/eights were not in demand,
hence, these steers did not "bring quite as much on June 23 as it
was estimated that they were vjorth on the market on June 11.
The cattle were killed on the following morning, Tuesday, June
24. The nunfcer from the ear tag of each steer was m.arked on the
carcass as soon as the hide v;as removed and this numter v/as a.lso
put on each part of the offal to te weighed. The entire operation
was conducted v/ithout error or confusion. The carcasses v/ere in-
spected in the cooler on the following day, V/ednesday, June 25.
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ITOTES ON IimiVIDUAL STEERS.
i'or purposes of reference in connection v/ith weights of indi-
viduals, their gains and the character of the dressed carcasses,
notes were taken on each of these animals at the teginning of the
experment , at the termination of the fattening and after the
slaughter.
In the preliminary notes taken on March 8, only such character-
istics were noted as were thought to have some connection, either
direct or remote, with the capacity of the steer as a teef producer.
The notes t-aken after the close of the experiment on June 2l
,
considered the condition of the animal as regards fatness, the style
and the degree of the finish attained.
After the animals were slaughtered in Chicago the carcasses
were judged "by Fr . J. E. Maurer, of the Schwarzschild Sulzberger
Co. and Mr. John Irwin of Chicago. Their com^nents with some slight
additions constitute the notes on carcasses.
The following ?ire these individual notes with ni,iinters to corre-
spond to those of the animals:
1. March 8. Red Shorthorn. This animal is light i lacks
fcreadth and depth and is rough-toned throughout. Face, long; eye,
red and v/atery; looks dull. Crops, high; loin, low; tail-head,
high; lacks capacity and depth of flanks; chest narrow; shoulder-
points rough; quarters a little light; skin, soft and of medium
thickness; coac thin.
June 21. Shoulders tare; crops not filled; tack tare; hip-
tones and tail-head tare; tut took not full; far from fat.
June 25. Carc^iss . Too much telly; good rit and loin; tack,
peaked
.

2. T'arch B. Red nl^orthorn with touch of Jersey blood. This
steer is thin-fleshed, narrow and rough-toned, tut is fairly deep,
Pace, long, narked with tlack streaks; muzzle, tlack; neck, short
i
shoulders, high; tack low, rits, flat; crops ajid quarters, light;
hips, rough, coat not thick nor especially fine; skin, loose, elas-
tic and of inediuni thickness; the Jersey tack is the poorest feature
of this steer and its depth of tody is its test character.
June 21, Shoulders smooth; crops nearly full; tack smooth;
hips nearly covered; rurnp not Virell fleshed; cod ceginning to fill.
June 25. Carcass. A profitatle cutting tullock; very evenly
and smoothly fatted with fairly thick rit and loin.
3. March 8. Red Shorthorn. Depth of tody good; treadth,
average, head, rather small; neck, short; fore, flank of average
development; chest of average width; paunch, capacious; hind flank,
fairly low; thighs and twist, deep; tack and crops, smooth; rump,
rough.
June 21. Shoulders, crops, tack and loin thickly covered;
animal not very fat; thighs strong, tuttock would finish up deep and
full.
June 25. Carcass. Good medium tullock; has talcen on seam-fat
well; tegins to te lumpy.
4. March 8. Shorthorn; very light yellov/ish-red , shov/s Jersey
tlood; treadth, average; depth, good; head, thick and heavy v/ith
dull, watery e^^es; muzzle, v/hite and surrounded with'dun and tlack
hair; chest, rather v/ide
;
top-line, a little high at shoulder and
lov/ at crops; hip tones, a little high; fore flank full; skin hard.
June 21. Shoulders rough, crops not full; tack not covered;
hip-tones prominent; rump not fleshed.
June 25. Carcasb. An old ster; not at all well covered;
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sunken in loin; shows age in flinty character of tones.
5. March h. Red Shorthorn; a fine, smooth, nicely shaped
animal of foirly good conformation and quality, tut too light; has
good lines and will make a trim carcass; head shows "breeding; eyes,
tright
;
ears, small, neat; hide thin, elastic; a nice handler; lacks
depth and capacity of paunch.
June 21. Shoulders fairly well covered; crops smooth; hip-
tones and rump a little tare; thighs light telow.
June 25. Carcass. A chunky tullock with Yery little waste;
proportion of plate a.iid chuck is small.
6. March 8. Roan Shorthorn; an upstanding animal; depth,
fair; treadth, deficient; has plenty of scale; tone strong and a
little rough; hea.d and ears, gross; forehead, troad; face, narrov;;
mussle troad; eyes, wa.tery; tail-head, high; chest, a little narrow;
rits, flat; paunch capacious; hide thin and hard.
June 21. Shoulders tare; crops not full; tack not covered;
hip-tones very prominent; rump tare; cod only teginning to fill; a
coarse growthy steer.
June 25. Carcass. A plain tullock; not heavily covered; has
a little loo much telly.
7. March 8. Red Shorthorn v/ith possitle touch of Hereford
tlood; narrow and deep in front; troad and high tehind; shoulder,
high; tack, low; middle of rump, high; hip tones, a little high;
trisket
,
heavy; fore flank, deficient; paunch, heavy; hide, tnick.
June 21. Shoulder, crops and tack half- covered; hip- tones and
tail-head still a little rough; thighs heavy, tut not very deep;
cod half filled.
June 25. Carcass. A n^od tullock; \ good cutter; fat v/ell
distrituted; good rit and loin; not wasty.
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9. March 8. V/liite Shorthorni good feeder, tut lacks qualityj
head, troad, coarsej eyes, mild, clear, small; neck, a tit long;
chest, full; tack, tread, level; hips, smooth; point of shoulder,
rough and prominem:,; top of shoulder, compact; tail-head, a little
high; tody deep; paunch, capacious; flank and tvvisL, a tit high;
skin, somewhat hard, medium thickness; tone, coarse.
June 21. Shoulders not smooth; rits still shov;; crops and tack
not fully covered; hip-tones nearly smooth; tuttock heavy; cod only
tegins to fill; a grov/thy, muscular tullock, tut not yet ripe.
June 25. Carcass. A good tullock; could have teen made choice;
ca,rcass v/ell proportioned and evenly covered.
10. March 8. Red Shorthorn; lip;ht and narrov;, tut smooth
except for rough shoulder; attractive head, tut fa-ce a tit long;
neck long; fore a,nd hind flanks light; chest, narrow/; heart-girth,
deficient; tody, deep; paunch, capacious; tone, fine; skin, thin;
coat
,
very fine
.
June 21. Crops and tack smooth, tut not fat; hip-tones a tit
prominent; rump tctpers off tehind; tuttock fairly meaty; cod half
filled.
June 25. Carcass. Not the test color; a good medium steer, tut
thin and lengthy in rit and loin; is a trifle staggy.
|j
11. March 6. Red; good depth; good top-line, tut hip;h in
flanks and twist; head, sm.all, v/ith Roman nose; dun hair and dark
ll
spots atout muzale; ha.s a projecting lower jaw; eyes, close together;
fore rits, flat; paunch, capacious; skin, medimri thick, not very
elastic, coat, crisp like that of a tuffalo.
June 21. Shoulders, crops and tack just teginning to cover;
rits and hip-tones not well covered; thighs full and deep,
June 25. Carcass. A very desiratle carcass; short, thick, not

wastyj color f^ood; carries just a little too much "belly.
12. March 8. Shorthorn with i^ome Hereford mrhings; v>:ill te
a tig steer i neavy and deep in front; treadth only average; head,
fine; neck, long; hack and crops, smooth; tail-head, smooth and lov;
tut runip high in middle; quarters, fairly deep and full, tut legs
long; gaskins, very long; hocks, very crooked; paunch, adequate;
skin, thin; coat, short, soft, mossy, deep red.
June 21. Shoulder s
,
crops and tack h-^^lf fat; hip-tones and
tail-head still prominent; tuttock heavily fleshed; animal looks
thick fleshed, tut rough.
June 25. Carcass. A tit rangy; carcass fairly well covered;
fat enough for handy block teef
.
13. March 8. Red Shorthorn v;ith Hereford markings on forehead
withers, feet and underline; a.verare depth, treadth and smoothness;
face, long; eyes, clear; ears, fine; neck, a tit long; crops, de-
ficient; tack narrov:; tail-head, high; chest, neither very full nor
deep; telly, paunchy; flank and quarters, medium development; hide,
hard, thin; coat, short, thick, fine and mossy.
June 21. Shoulders, crops and tack have no covering of fat;
tail-head high; tuttock fairly v/ell filled; cod not at all filled.
June 25. Carcass. Steer has tig telly and very thin rit and
loin.
14. March 8. Spotted Shorthorn; deep and compact with short
neck, tut narrov; in face, shoulders, tack and loin; fore rits,
fairly v/ell sprung; top-line good except for high tail-hea,d; under-
line, fair, high tehind; tone, rather smooth and fine; hide of
average thickness and elasticity.
June 21. Shoulders tare; crops half filled; tack, hip-tones
and tuttock smooth and half fat; a very trim animal.
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June 25. Carcass. Has tig telly; not evenly covered on rit
and round, especially the latter.
16. March 8. Red S/iorthcrni fa,ce and rump, streaked v/ith
tlack; the thin-f lealied sort; lacks depth and treadth; neck, loncj
light thighs and fla,nk; tail-head high; heart-girth, a tit light;
paunch, average size; hide, thick.
June 21. Shoulders tare; crops full; tack and loin not fat;
ruriip, fairly fleshy, tut tones high; cod only tegins to fill.
June 25. Carcass. G-ooo rit and loin, tut not very fat; not
as well covered a.s some others.
17. March 8. Dark-red Shorthorn; good top and under-lines; a
little narrov.r, tut has full floor of chest; head, narrow; neck, long;
heart-girth, very good; tone, hair and hide of good quality.
June 21. Shoulders and crops not fat; tack, rump and tuttock
smooth, tut light; cod tegins to fill; a fine tutcher's steer; too
fine for a good feeder.
June 25. Carcass. Evenly 'fat; chunky; v/ell shaped; a good
seller; well covered fairly thick chine £ind fair sized kidney.
18. March 8. Light-red Shorthorn; deep, tut a little narrow,
light and upstanding, good top-line a.nd under-line; strong chest,
heart-girth and ca-pacity of tody atove average; quality of tone, haii
and hide, all that could te desired.
June 21. Shoulders and crops half fat; tack tegins to flesh
up; hip-tones and rump lightly fleshed, tut covering up.
June 25. Carcass. A good meaty tullock; compact in rit and
loin; even, symmetrical and v/ell cr^vered.
19. March 8. Red Shorthorn with possitle Hereford admixture;
neck, long, thin; shoulders, prominent, high; crops and loin, low
and narrow; tail-head and hip-tones, high; chest, narrow; tody.
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fairly deep; paunch, average size; flank, high; hocks, crooked;
hide, thin, not elastic; coat, soft and kinky; a thin-fleshed animal
June 21. Shoulders, crops and tack tare; hip-tones prominent;
thighs light, twist hif^h.
June 25. Carcass. Lacks thickness of rit and loin; is tetter
than No. 14, tut not so r"ood as ":'o . 17.
20. March 8. Roan Shorthorn; a coarse, growthy, tig-toned
fellow; good depth; average treadth; a little narrow at shoulders
and crops; tail-head, high^ tut hips, smooth
;
trisket, heavy; skin,
elastic; hair very fine and soft.
June 21. Shoulders, crops and tack heavily covered; hip-tones
prominent; rump rough; thighs heavy; a rough, growthy animal.
June 25. Carcass. Evenly covered v/ith fat; lacks thickness
of flesh.
21. March 8. Light-red Shorthorn; treadth, 'average
;
depth,
deficient; head, aeat, fine, with high poll and l^omp on jaw; neck,
long; tack, low; flank, high; twist, light; skin, thin, rot elastic;
hair , fine
.
June 21. The light sort; long legs; high tehind; does not
teg in 1 te fat
.
June 25. Steer held ty State Board of Health tecause of
lumpy
-j a?/,
22. March 8. Dark-red Sliorthorn; a little light, fine steer;
tody narrow and lacking in depth; good top-line; head, very neat
and trim; neck, sliort
;
tack-tone, high at crops; fere rits, flat;
tarrel, not well ritted up to hip tones; thin-fleshed; thighs, light
lacks paunch; looks stunted.
June 21. Very thin and light in flesh; all tones show; tack-
tone high and sharp; rits show plainly; no flesh in tv/ist; has done
poorly.
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June 25. Carcass. A very i^oor tullock; is much like Ho. 14 j
has much plate and is very deficient in thickness of ri"fc and loin;
is the lea,st desiratle carcass in the lot.
23. March 8. Roan Shorthorn; average "breadth; depth, a little
deficient; rics, fairly well sprung; head, large, plain; face,
prominent; hips, rough; rump, steep; ta.il-head, high; rather good
thighs; paunch, capacious; "bone and hair, coarse.
June 21. Growthy; half covered all over; would in time flesh
up into a good carcass; is fleshing up evenly, "but is only half fat.
June 25. Carcass. Short, chunky; fairly well covered in ri"b
and loin; is shorter and heavier than No. 24.
24. March 8, Dark-red Shorthorn; long, deep and rather low
set; head, neat, "broad; forehead, square with heavy ma.t of hair;
neck, trim, medium length; "back-'bone, high o,t crops, low at "bnck,
narrov; at loin; fore ri"bs flat; heart-girth slightly deficient; skin,
thick and not elastic.
June 21. Shoulders, crops and "back not heavily fleshed; hip-
"bones covering up; rump not quite covered, "but would finish smooth;
"buttock heavy, "but not very deep and not fat; cod not filled.
June 25. Carcass. A mea,ty, evenly fatted tullock, "but has
no fat on inside of rits as in Nos. 19 and 25.
25. March 8. Dark-red Snorthorn v;ith one horn; a light, thin
fellov;, lacking depth and Lreadth; face, neck a.nd legs, long; hip
"bones high; rump, peaked; "buttock, narrow; heart -girth, deficient;
pauncli, deficient; flank high.
June 21. Thin fleshed all over; does not "begin to "be fat; lias
done very poorly, very light and high in twist; all "bones show.
June 25. Carcass. Much like No. 19; has a little heavier
kidney, "but is very thin in rit and loin.
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26. Marcli S. Roan sJ^torthorn, upstanding, growthy, smooth-
toned, narrow at shoulders and crops; face, a "bit long; ja?/, not
deepi rurnp, peaked; flank and twist, high; deptli of chest, good;
hea.rt-girth, fair; pa^unch, capacious; skin, thin, not elastic; coat,
silky; "bone, strong.
June 21. Shoulders and crops not smooth; hips nearly smooth;
thighs heavy, I'.ut twist high; cod half filled.
June 25. Carcass. Fairly thick rib, and loin; is well covered,
tut not as good in quality as some others.
28. March 8. Roan Shorthorn; good treadth throughout; has
excellent colors and shows good treeding; head, just a tit rough;
chest and shoulders very broad; shoulders, a little rough; trisket
,
very troad, trim and smooth; crops, a little slack; tack, smooth and
of good treadth; paunch, capacious; rump does not carry v/idth to
tail-head; thighs, thick and meaty; tv/ist
,
full, tut not especially
low; tone, mediiam; coat and hide constitute this steer an elegant
handler
.
June 21. Shoulders not yet smooth; crops nearly full; tack
thickly covered; inclines to wrijikles; hips nearly covered; tuttock
fleshy; a troad, thick-fleshed, paunchy steer.
June 25. Carca.ss . A good profitable carcass; heavy rit and
loin; characterized ty thickness of flesh and tendency to te lumpy;
not as good as Nos. 29 and 41.
29. March 8. Red Shorthorn; a narrow, strong-toned, flat-
ritted steer, nead, troad with Roman nose; withers and crops, high;
rump, sloping, thigns
,
full; paunch, capacious, tarrel, not closely
ritted up to hip tones; hind flank rather low.
June 21. Shoulders and crops naif fat; tack is taking on flesh
tut hip tones are prominent; thighs heavy; twist deep; a paunchy
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steer
.
Juiie 25. Carcass. A very desiratle carcass; very thick rit
and loin; a choice tullock,
30. March 6. Dark-roan shorthorn; a leggy steer, lacking in
treadth throughout and in depth "behind; has plenty of depth through
"brisket
,
"but lacks paunch and development of hind parts though he
has good crops and tack; bone, coarse; hide, hard-
June 21. Deep in front; "bare shoulders, crops, Lack and hip
tones; light cehind; cod only tegins to fill.
June 25. Carca.S3. A rough, undesirable steer; is gotty and
not well covered.
31. March 8. Red Shorthorn with white spots; a very deep
steer in proportion to length; low-set, narrow and flat -r itted;
head, long, narrow; ears, siaall; tack and rLuup, narrow; paunch very
large; tone and hide medium; coat fine.
June 21. Shoulders nearly smooth; crops nearly full; tack and
rump rather tare though smooth; tuttock fat, twist well filled; cod
nearly full
.
June 25, Carcass. Ideal shape, fine color; a good handy
tullock , tut has a little too much plate.
32. March 8. Light-red v;ith white spots, shov/s Jersey tlood;
troad; average depth; head, heavy; tack, straight; tail-head, high;
not square tehind ; cuts in "belov; tuttock; hips rougn; treadth of
chest, heart-girth fairly good; has plenty of capacity and is thick-
fleshed.
June 21. Shoulders rough; crops and tack are covering up
smoothly, tut are not thickly covered; twist high; cod tegins to fil'
June 25. Carcass. Steer is heavy in chuck and looks staggy;
is light in round and not good in color.

33. March 8. Dark-roan shorthorni deep, tut narrow in front
tliough floor of chest is fairly wide, "troad "but high and light "be-
hind ; not closely ri"b"bed up to hip "bones; crops fair; paunch, capac-
ious i heart-girth, good,
iTune 21. Shoulders nearly smooth^ crops fullj "back smoothj
hips nearly ccveredi loin not coveredi twist not full.
June 25. Carcass. Just a medium "bullock; loin not thick.
34. March 8. Red and white c-horthorn; lacks depth and "breadthj^
is light, smooth, thin-fleshed and leggy; head, hair, hide and "bone
medium to fine; "back-"bone high and sharp, high in middle of rump;
chest and paunch lack depth.
June 21. Has taken on some flesh, "but is thin s-ll over; cack
tare; twist not filled.
June 25. Carcass. Just a medium steer with no particularly
tad points; not heavily covered in ric ard loin.
35. March 8. Reddish- yellow and white animal with Jersey
appearai'ice; narrov;, lacks depth; the thin-fleshed sort; medium
sized head; puffy, waterj- eyes; much dewlap; crops, slack; fore rits
flat; high dairy hook-points; average he art -girth and paunch.
June 21. Shoulders prominent; crops tegin to te full; tack and
loin getting pretty well covered, hip-tones very prominent; twist
high
.
June 25. Carcass. Just an average steer.
36. March 8. Red Shorthorn; high, narrow, gaunt, light,
coarse-toned; hind pasterns knuckle over tadly; head very fair;
fore rits, flat; paunch lacks capacity; flanlc, high; thighs and
twist light and high; skin fine.
June 21. Shoulders rough; crops, loin, hips and rump tare;
tv/ist not at all filled out
.
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June 25. Carcass. An undesiratle carcass; did not fatten
very well; has not much loin; ie a "mean" one, on the "r-ain-tack"
order
.
37. March 8. Fnite Shorthorn; average depth; lacks "breadth of
tack, light tehind; head and legs, coarse; good top-line, chest of
average treadth; has plenty of paunch; coat, coarse, skin, pliatle.
June 21. Crops filling up; tack loin a-nd hips pretty well
covered; tv/ist not filled.
June 25. Carcass. A tidi-, evenly covered, good cutting
tutt ock
.
38. J/Iarch 8. Dark-red shorthorn; a light steer, tut rather
veil formed; just ave-age depth and treadth and length of leg; head,
refined; ears, small, fine; nose, prominent, rump tapers; flank,
low; quarters, deep; tone fine enough; paunch and heart -girth of
average development . '
June 21. Is smoothing up nicely all over, tut is not yet thick
ly covered v.ath fat,
June 25. Carcass. A good loin, tut v/ould get gotty; is a
little on the rough order.
39. March 8. Light-red Shorthorn; depth and treadth, average;
head, large, tut v/ell prop rticned , rather smooLh; top-line straight
tut tail-head and hips a little high; chest and heart-girth, Just
fair; legs medium long; paunch, fairly capacious; coat and skin,
fine and soft, cone, medium.
June 21. Shoulder v;ould cover smoothly, tut animal is only
half fat; crops and tack smooth, tut not thickly covered, loin, tare
of fat; twist high.
June 25. Carcass. This is a rangy steer; is long and light;
never would te good; is gotty; has tig telly and long shanks.
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Record v/as kept ol' the nuinLer of each steer of f feed during the
experiment. Those reported as refusing grain more than three times
during the eighteen weeks of the e:x:periment are Nos. 11, 24, 34 and
j
o7 vYhit;h refused food four, eight, six and seven times respectively.
Of these it is seen that one steer was in Lot 1, one in Lot 2 and
two in Lot 3. Of the fifty-five individual instances of steers
refusing fooa xweive were in Lot 1, nineteen in Lot 2 and tv;enty-
four in Lot 3. Tiius it ii:i seen that steers receiving corn, gluten
meal, timothy hay and corn stover were off feed twice as many times
as v/ere steers receiving corn and clover n-c^ . This is a inatter of
no small importance for it is hardly to te supposed that a steer
makes as economical use of food v/hen out of sorts as when in good
spirits. Throug...out the experiment the good spirits of Lot 1, the
sluggish disposition of Lot 2 and the capricious appetites of Lot 3
wei"e noticeable.
By consulting Tatle IIo . 3 on pa^^e 21 it is seen that : ' o . 11,
reported as teing off feed four times made the poorest gain in Lot 1,
Turning to the notes on individuals v;e see that the steer had a
capacious paunch, "but v/as an ill shaped animal, slack in the heart-
girth and with evidences ,of poor breeding. This steer had a very
peculiar countenance, not at all that of a Shorthorn.
Ko. 24 reported as off feed eight times v/as one of the poorer
producers in Lot 2 tut several which did not gain quite so well were
not reported as off feed. This steer evidenced his poor character
ty "being high in the crops, low in the Lack, deficient in heart-
girth, flat in fore ribs and lacking in elasticity of hide.
No. 34 reported as off feed six times v/as one of the poorest
producers in Lot 2 though tv/o others made sligjitly smaller gains
per day. This steer lacks depth and "breadth and capacity of paunch.

Xo. 37 reported as off feed seven times made gains somewhat
atove the average in Lot 3. There is nothing especial in the notes
on this steer's confori'iat ion to show that he might te expected to te
a poor feeder.
A study of these individual notes serves to emphasize a few
points of importance to feeders of fattening cattle.
The animal most desiratle from the point of view of the hutcher
is not necessarily the most desiraLle from the point of view of the
feeder. It may te too fine to he hearty and vigorous, and may not
have that capacity of "barrel which is requisite to either large or
economical gains in live v/eight. Ir'deed, the tutcher desires a type
of animal of more restricted capacity than that one which the heef
producer finds greatest profit in feeding and his test interest is
also favored ty the animal of most refined tone and extremities.
This refinement may te accompanied ty a delicacy of hatit which
renders the animal an unprofitatle feeder. In fact, among animals
v/hich are not highly improved ty careful selection the fine individ-
ual is very apt indeed to te the delicate one. Among such unim-
proved animals the somewliat coarse
,
growthy individual \;ith unim-
paired vigor, strong tone and a capacious paunch is the more profit-
atle type to fatten. A profitatle feeding steer conforming to these
requirements is of course an old one. This means that someone grev/
him either at very low cost or at very little profit. While it
would te atsurd to consider grov/ing such steers from calfhood to
maturity on Illinois land there are circumstances under which it
seems profitatle to fatten such steers in Illinois, the one great
point in their favor teing their capacity to mn.ke large gains in a
given time. Tnere can te no doutt tut that this type of animal,
especially if well grown tefore fattening tegins, will make larger
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gains in live weight in a ^iven time than finer and younger animals
of the same "breeding. Whether or not these gains are produced as
economically as in the case of the more refined type of animal is a
question, hut it seems entirely prohahle that the matter of economy
of production is more closely connected with "breadth of chest and
capacity of paunch than with coarseness or refinement of "bone and
extremities
.
It should te "borne in mind that capacity in an animal to make
large gains in live weight in a given time may under certain condi-
tions "be of greater importance to the producer than the highest
degree of capacity in the animal to make economical gains, though
of course, highly improved "beef animals possessing "both these char-
acteristics to a marked degree are in general much the most profit-
able to all concerned in their production, handling and consumption.
During the past season a number of instances have come to the
writer's notice where "by the product! 021 on comparatively coarse and
old cattle of great gains during a short feed, tremendous profit has
accrued to the feeder. These feeders have "been ahle to fatten and
market two hunches of these heavy cattle at the present remarka"bly
high prices while other feeders have grown and fattened "but one huncl:
of hie^hly improved, hut lighter v/eight and consequently lower priced
cattle .
In this experiment as the animals were fed in lots of twelve
there was no way of determining v/hich v/ere or v;ere not economical
producers, "but the i;idividual weights do show which of the animals
v;ere the largest producers.
"While the system of study and record of the characters of these
steers was very crude, the notes do show in a general way that the
lar^re producers were the conspicuously paunchy steers, and that the
poorest producers were those steers which were lacking in capacity
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of the "barrel
.
It seems altogether likely, liov/ever, thr.t there is in the fat-
tening ceef aniiiial a xuuijied. i2idividua,iit y in respect to the econo-
m;>' and perfection of its physiological activities, aside from that
which is indicated cy easily discernalsle external characteristics.
After tne slaughter test it was said ty Hr. -J. E. Maurer of the
Schwarzschild Sulzberger Co., th-t Lots 1 and 3 were as fat as it is
desiratle to have "beef of this quality. Lot 2 was decidedly lacking
in fat
.
The steers as a lot were criticized as "being paunchy. This
seems to have teen due laore to the method of rearing than to the
method of fattening of these anima^ls.
As to the coveriiLg of the carcasses v/ith fat, Lot 3 was a little
more completely and thickly covered than Lot 1, the difference "being
noticea.ble on the.rouiidsj "but this difference appeared very slight,
:iOt nearly so pronounced as would have teen supposed from the appear-
ance of the tv;-o lots on foot. Lot 2 was not so completely or thick-
ly covered v/ith fat as Lots 1 and 3.
The flesh of Lot 1 proved to be decidedly thicker than in Lot
3 and much thicker than in Lot 2. The kidney fat in Lot 1 was also
heavier than in Lots 2 and 3.
The color of the carcasses in the three lots was with the ex-
ception of one steer invariably excellent. The color of Lot 3 was
very slightly superior to that of Lots 1 and 2.
In value per pou.:d Lot 1 was rated at 10 3/4 cents. Lot 2 at
10 cents, and Lot 3 at 10 l/2 cents. Lot 1 was rated above Lot 3
tecause the carcasses in this lot were heavier and were thicker
fleshed, this in spite of the fact that the price paid for Lot 3
was decidedly greater than tha.t paid for Lot 1. As the prices at

this time v/ere much higher for heavy weight cattle than for lighter
stuff, Lot 1, the heaviest lot, v/as on this account alone more
valuatle per pound than Lots 2 and 3. It should te "borne in mind
that this advantage in weight of Lot 1 over Lots 2 and 3 was attained
during the fattening period.
The desira/cle carcasses in each lot were the thick-fleshed ones;
some of those acquired this thickness of flesh during the fattening
period, notatly those in Lot 1; some were comparatively thick-fleshec
at the start
.
Some of the carcasses were comiriended as "being of ideal confor-
luation and characteristics and v/ere said to "be thick-fleshed, deep,
"broad, short, heavy and chunky. This list of a,djectives leaves no
douct in the mind as to the general style of carcass desired.
Other carcasses v/ere said to "be undesira^ble and v/ere designa-
ted as "being pa.unchy, stagg^/
,
leggy, rangy, thin-fleshed, flat-rit-
"bed, light in the round and lacking in depth and "breadth.
Both the desira"l:le and undesira"ble characteristics of the car-
casses were quite generally noticea"ble even to a comparatively un-
trained eye not only in the dressed "beef and in the fatted animal on
foot, "but even in the thin steer at the "beginning of the fattening
period. Fortunately for tlie "beef producer the characteristics which
a stef-'r must possess in order to make a carcass v/hich will te satis-
factory to the "butcher and tiie consumer are neither far to seek nor
difficult to recognize.
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VARIATIONS I¥ FEED AUD GAINS.
In Tables 4, 5 and 6 are the amoujits -f feed and gains in
weight of Lots 1, 2 and 3, the figures in e \ch case re-presenting a
period of two v/eelcs as indicated at the top of the tatles.
In examining the v/eights of corn fed from period to period it
is seen that a charige from wliole shejled corn to corn and cot nieal
was made during the period extending from April 5 to April 19, a,nd
that some corn meal was fed to Lot 3 during the preceeding period.
This change was made advisatle "by the fact of the corn "becoming very
hard and also ty the fact that the difficulty experienced in the
feeding of gluten meal to Lot 3 v/as to some extent overcome "by mix-
ing the gluten meal v;ith corn meal, prom this date until the last
period the corn v/^as fed alike to the three lots in the form of corn
and cot meal. The steerfs consumed this feed with apparent relish,
"but to a,fford a little relief from this somev/hat extended prepara-
tion of corn, R part of the grain was fed in the form of pure corn
meal during the last period.
In justice to the gluten meal it may "be said that the diffi-
culty experienced in feedii.g the meal during the early part of the
experiment v/as largely overcome during the later periods when a new
lot of meal of undou"bted freshness was o'btained from the factory.
The fortnightly totals of v/eights of roughage fed show that the
amount consumed diminished rapidly throughout the experiment, the
diminution "being in inver-se relation to the amount of grair. consumed.
The diminution during the experiment in the amount of roughage con-
sumed vi^as practically equal to the increase in the weight of grain
fed
.
The gains in v/eight from period to period are exceedingly va,ri-
aLle and quite irregulai'ly so. The pronounced variations in gain in
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weight alv;ays correspond to fluctuations in the v/eather or other
oircmnst ances of such a nature as make it seem entirely protatle
that they were responsible for the fluctuations in live weight
atove noted.
The amount to v/hich the gains in v/eight were a-ffected ty the
weather and tlie resultant condition of the feed-lots v/as indeed sur-
prising. Puture experiments will, it is hoped, serve to isolate the
two factors concerned, the v/eather conditions and the state of the
feed-lots as regards the possitility of comfort.
• During the first period each of the lots made splendid gains.
The weather v/as cold and clear and the feed-lots in good condition.
During the next two weeks came a great thaw. The v/eather was
soft and disagreeahle and the steers v/ent deep into the mud. The
gains during this period v/ere very poor indeed, "being on the average
less than half those produced during the preceeding period.
During sutsequent periods there v/ere more moderate variations
in the amount of the ga.ins in weight apparently according to the
varying condition of the lots as regards muddiness. They v/ere, on
the v/hole
,
very deep v/ith mud throughout the spring.
During the period from :"ay 3 to Fay 17 the lots were cleaned
out. Wagons were driven into the lots, turned around, loaded and
driven out again. As the lots were small this work occasioned some
annoyance to the steers as they v/ere otliged to get up frequently
to allow the v/agon to pass. . Though the v/eather v/as not unfavorahle
during this period tiic gains seemed to "be somev/hat diminished "by the
disturbance v/hich the steers suffered.
During the next period the lots were cocip-letely dry and clean.
The steers responded v/onder fully to the improveuent of the surround-
ings and made splendid gains.
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During the last period the raina descended in torrerits, the
weather v/-as liot and the lots tecame very deep v;ith mud. Trie gains I
fell off very markedly although the ground under the sheds v/as so
j
heavily cedded with straw that the steers had a dry place on which
to lie .
Tite average daily gain per steer v/as on the whole very credit
-
atle indeed when v/e consider the coiiiraon grade of cattle involved
and the discouraging circumstances under vmich they lived. It may
be said in explanation of the conditions under which these cattle
were kept that it was desired to ascertain what it was reasonatle to
expect in the way of returns for feed under average Illinois condi-
tions. ITo farmer's feed-lots ever need te worse than were those in
v/hich these cattle v/ere kept. These facts in connection with the
ainount and economy of the gains made, constitute this a ve ry success-
ful and profitaLle feeding opera,tion.
The gains per hundred-weight of dry matter in the feed were so
irregularly variable that no general conclusions concerning these
figures can te made except that the large gains were of course, the
most economical ones since the amount of feed administered did not
vary greatly from period to period.
The figures representing the gain per hundred pounds of dry
matter consumed may te considered as a summary of the next three
iteias in the tables, weight of grain and weight of hay per pound of
gain and gain per hundred pounds of grain.
The average daily grain per steer shows that Lot 1, teginning
with an average of 12,47 pounds of grain per day reached 25.4 pounds
during the last period.
Lot 2 began with 12.47 pounds daily and reached 23 pounds daily
in next to the last period. In the last period during which a
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portion of the corn and coc raeal was replaced ty corn meal, this
lot fell off .4 of a pound per steer per day.
Lot 3 tegan v/ith 12.47 pounds per steer per day and reached
21.7 pounds during the last period.
The average daily roughage per steer decreased oXoxxt alike in
each of the three lots "beginning with atout 18 pounds and diminishing
to from 7 to 8 pounds a.t the close of the experiment.
The total dry matter fed remained ver^'" nearly constant in each
lot throughout the exi)eriment, the increase in the amount of grain
fed "being offset "cy the decrease in the amount of roughage consumed.
The proportion of grain to roughsige was i:i each case at the
"beginning of the experiment a"bout 1 : 1.45, the rqughage heing much
in excess of the grain. By the end of the experiment the relo.tion
v;as reversed, the grain "being much in excess, the proportion of grain
to roughage "being in each case atout as 1 : ,32. The significance
of this change of relation of the grains and roughage is pro"ba"bly
that as the fattening period progresses the digestion of the steer
"being const;..ntly taxed to the fullest extent of healthy activity
gradually v;eakens and loses the power to digest so large a propor-
tion of cellulose as is present in the ration made up more largely
of roughage
.
The percentage of waste roughage may usually te taken as a
measure of the quality of the hay, tut confused v/ith this element is
that of the appetite of the animal. The various lots of clover hay
fed to Lot 1 did vary markedly in quality and the last hay fed to
the steers v/as very much "better than the first , tut the completeness
with which these steers consumed their hay tov/ard the end of the
experiment v/as partially due to the fact that they were not getting
as much Jiay as they wanted and so consumed even the coarse stems.
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The percentap;e of waste timothy varied in the case of Lot 2
from 3.2 to 14 and in Lot 3 from 1.1 to 7.9. As the hay fed was of
the same quality in each case this difference in the percentage of
v/aste Liay te considered as due to the different grain feeds accom-
panying the hay.
The percentage of \mste corn st.over was very la.rge , tut not
especially variatle. It v/as so large in fact that the use of corn
stover was discontinued after May 3.
The nutritive ratio of the ration fed to ^ot 1 v/as 1 : 7.62 at
the outset and v/idened gradually and somewhat regularly until next
to the last period when it tecame 1 : 11.83. This widening of the
ration was due to the decrease of the proportionate amount of clover
hay in the ration. During the last period although the proportion
of grain to hay was still larf-er than in the preceeding period the
nutritive ratio was slightly narrower tecause of the substitution
of pure corn meal for a part of the corn and coh meal, the nutritive
ratio of pure corn meal heing narrov/er than that of corn and cot
meal
.
In Lot 2 the range of variation in nutritive ratio was from
1 : 11.1 to 1: 15.64. The na.rrowest ration was that containing the
largest amount of pure corn and the widest teing one containing
large quantities of toth corn and cot meal and timothy hay.
In Lot 3 the nutritive ratio varied from 1 : 7.95 to 1 : 13.56.
The narrowest ration was that fed during the first period when a
rather small fmount of corn was fed with the largest amount of
gluten meal used during any period in the experiment. The narrowest
ration contained a large amount of corn, all in the shape of corn
and cot meal, and the smallest amount of f^luten meal fed during any
of the nine periods.
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COMPARATIVE AlilOUNTS OP I^EED
.
Tatle ITo . 7 exliitits the total amount of feeds consiAmed ty the
steers. The total amount of corn, "both whole and as meal, fed to
Lot 1 v/as a little more than that fed to Lot 2. The amount of corn
fed to Lot 3 was considerably less "because of the sutstitution of
fluten meal for a part of it. Gluten meal was fed to Lot 5 only
and clover hay to ot 1 only.
The timothy hay and corn stover fed to Lots 2 and 3 were ad-
ministered in practice-lly equal quantities although Lot 3 was given
a little more of each than Lot 2. The difference in the amounts of
roughage actually consutned in the two lots v/as increased ty the fact
that Lot 3 wasted considerably less timothy and a little less stover
than Lot 2
.
Lot 1 consuraed much more dry matter than either Lots 2 or 3
,
and the nutritive ratio was as narrow as that fed to Lot 3 and much
narrower than that fed to Tot 2. This means that the corn and clover
ration was favorable in its influence to a large ccnsuLipt ion of feed.
Lot 1 also consumed more grain than Lot 2 or Lot 3 and Lot 2
consumed more than Lot 3. Lot 3, however, consuiaed more roughage
than Lot 2. The influence of the gluten meal in the ration seems to
have been to give the steers an appetite for roughage.
The average daily grain fed was in each case ujider twenty pounds,
Lot 1 receiving on the average, 19.54 pounds, Lot 2,18.37 pounds
and Lot 3, 17.7 pounds of grain per steer.
The average daily roughage fed v/as to Lot 1, 12.06 pounds,
Lot 2, 10.78 pounds, and Lot 3, 11.57 pounds per steer.
The percentage of waste clover, 10.51 v/as greater than v;ould
occur in the feeding of hay th-t is uniformly good. Although the
hay used tov/ard the close of the experiment v/as excellent, much of
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that fed previously was very poor.
The comparative percentages of waste in the timothy fed to
Lots 2 and 3 shov; that the steers of Lot 3 were the tetter consumers
of the roughage. The timothy was of good average quality.
The corn stover v/as Toasted in large quantity, a rejection of
one-third being found inevitable . Probably ccri. stover could be
more econoiaically used as part roughage along with some sort of hay
more highly nitrogenous than timothy hay - clover hay for instance.
The proportion of grain to roughage fed vras regulated partially
by the steers and partially by the feeder. The amount of grain fed
v/as rather closely regulated and in general the roughage was given
v/ith it in such quantity as the steers consumed it without profit-
less v/aste. Toward the end of the feeding, however, the roughage
v/as cut down by the feeder in order to reduce a tendency to paunch-
iness before the steers should go to market.
The proportionate sjnount of roughage fed v/as least in Lot 2
where the smallest amount was fed and v;here the greatest v/aste
occurred. This is the result of supplementing a grain ration which
is low in the amount of nitrogen contained v/ith a roughage conspic-
uously poor in nitrogen.
The proportionate amount of roughage fed was greatest in the
case of Lot 3, even greater than in Lot 1, although, because of the
greater waste occurring in the feeding of the timothy and corn
stover, the proportion of roughage actually consumed was about the
same in these two cases.
The nutritive ratios of the rations fed to Lots 1 and 3 are
practically identical. The nutritive ratio of the ration fed to
Lot 2 is wide, too wide for economical use of feeds and too wide for
profit under existing market conditions.

______
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Even the comparatively narrow rations fed to Lots 1 and 3 are
hnlf as v/ide again as the ideal ration of greatest theoretical
economy. The prevailing prices of feeds rich in nitrogen as com-
pared to those poor in nitrogen make it seem unprofitatle at the
present time to adhere closely to the scientific determination of
the ration in which the food elements are most effective.
PIGS POLLOWIITG STJiERS III EXPERBffilTT
.
As the otject sought in this experiment wa,s the comparison of
the total value for meat production of the three rations under study
the matter of pigs following the steers received careful consider-
ation .
In fixing upon the nurnter of pigs to te placed in each lot v;ith
thirteen steers, it was considered that the greatest gain in flesh
would protahly result from the gathering of the steer droppings ty
the smallest numter of pigs that would consum.e without v/aste all of
the feed thus afforded. In this \vay a smaller proportion of the
food is used for the mere maintainence of the pigs than if it is
consumed ty a larger number of individuals. Since it was desired to
ascertain the amount of pork actually made from the steer droppings
the pigs were confined to this feed alone. As the s.teers were
carefully fed on shelled grain, no corn v/as procurable "by the pig
until it had actually passed through the steer. After computing
the amount of grain v/hich these steers would receive when on full
feed and the percentage of this quantity which v/ould finally become
available for pork production it v;as deemed advisable to put seven
pigs in each lot with thirteen steers, the steers at this time
weighing 972 pounds each and the pigs 130.7 pounc'.s each.
The pigs used during the first part of the experiinent were pur-

chased on Petruo.ry 1, from ¥m. Reynolds and H. Hunsley of Cham-
paign, Illinois t |5.75 per c\rt . They v;ere ;'.ll sired ty the same
animal, a Duroc Jersey toar. They were out of Poland China and
Chester Vvliite sows. They v/ere of good quality and thrift, tut
carried a little wore flesh than was most desirahle in pigs to te
used for the intended purpose.
On April 12, because of the change of the grain ratioii of the
steers from whole shelled corn to corn and cot meal it teci'irie de-
siratle to dispose of the pigs following these steers and to put in
a new lot v/hich should show ty their gains the amount of pork which,
may te made from the droppings of meal-fed steers. The numter of
pigs following each lot of thirteen steers was decreased at this
time from seven to four te cause of the fact th^At meal-fed steers
will reiider a smaller proportion of grain consumed available for
pork production. Nine of the twelve pigs purchased at this time
were tought of C. T. lungerich of Staley, Illinois at $6.50 per
cv/t . and the remaining three from J. DeYoung of Urtana, Illinois at
^6.00 per cv;t . These pigs were quite a mixture v/ith Duroc Jersey
tlood predominating. Some individuals, however, were largely Poland
China, Chester Vfnite and Yorkshire. They were a very good thrifty
lot of stock hogs a.nd came off from^ grass.
The pigs used v/ere all sold to T. J. Golvin of Urtana, those
used during the first part of the experiment tringing $6.50 per
cwt
.
and those used during the last half trought $7.00 per cwt
.
This difference v/as due to a. rise in the market. The second lot of
pigs v/ere not as fat as the first .
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GAINS IN l^'EIGHT OF PIGS.
Tatle No. 8 shov/s that the seven pigs in each lot made good
gains from the steer droppings alone during the eight v^eeks of their
test . The average daily gain per pig during this part of the ex-
periment v;as in Lot 1, 1.16 poumds, in Lot 2, 1.012 pounds and in
Lot 3, .924 of a pound. These figures shov; that the pigs v/ere fair-
ly well fed. At first they displayed some signs of hunger and made
poor gains as they v/ere nev/ to the task imposed upon them, "but later
they u.sually appeared contented.
During the latter half of the experiment v^rhile the grain was
fed ground, the gains of the pigs v/ere very poor even though the
numter in each lot v/as reduced from seven "co four.
"The average daily gain per pig during this time was in Lot 1,
.24 of a pound
J
in Lot 2, .21 of a pound and in Lot 3, .15 of a
pound. The pigs a.ppeared hungry and discouraged and not especially
interested in such food as v;as available. It seems quite protatle
that a larger numLer of pigs would have made the same average daily
gains from the droppings availatle to these pigs as a consideroxle
portion of them v/ere never touched.
The pigs in Lot 1 made in all, 542 pounds of pork; those in
Lot 2, 482 pounds and those in ^ot 3, 422 pounds.
The larger gains were in each case made at the lower cost in
grain per pound of gain, that is, Lot 1 made the most pork and made
it at less expense of grain per pound than Lot 2, and Lot 2 made
greater gains than Lot 3 and at less expenditure of grain per pound
of gain.
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COiCP./vpj^TTVD AJlOWr /ND ny GAIN BT WEIGHT
OP STETilRS MTD PIGS.
Tatle No. 9 shows that Lot 1 made 389 more pounds of teef and
120 more pounds of pork or 509 more pounds of meat in eighteen v.'-eeks
than Lot 3, The rapidity v/ith which gains may te made is a matter
of great importance and is constantly tecoming more so. This is a
decided advantage in favor of Lot 1.
Lot 2 is 595.5 pounds tehind Lot 3 in the amount of meat pro-
duced although the amount of pork produced ty Lot 2 is greater than
that made ty Lot 3. Lot 2 is 1104.5 pounds "behind Lot 1 in the
total amount of meat produced. This shows t,ot 2 to have teen slow
producers
.
The average daily gain per steer shows up very clearly the
point made in the preceeding paragraph. Lot 1 is considered to have
made a ver;y creditatle average daily gain per steer especia.lly when
due v^eight is given to the facts that these cattle were cf common
quality and y^ere kept under conditions not the most favoratle for
either rapid or economical gains .
The amount of grain required per pound of gain on steers was
somewhat less with T.ot 3 than v/ith Lot 1, tut this is offset ty the
facts that the gra.in ration fed to Lot 3 was much more expensive
per pound than that fed to Lot 1, that more roughage a.'d more ex-
pensive roughai;e v/as required per pound of gain, and further, that
less pork was made per hundred pounds of grain fed to the steers.
In Lot 2 the amounts of grain and roughage required per pound
of gain are toth larger than with either of the other lots and the
rougliage per pound of gain ce sides teing much greater in amount than
with Lot 1 is much iiiore expensive.
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The amount of dry matter required per pound of gain is at out the
same witli T,ots 1 and 3, cut much higher with Lot 2. The narrov/ing
of the ration fed to Lot 3 ty the use of gluten meal reduced the
cost of production in pounds of dry matter consumed to a figure as
low as that where clover hay is fed with corn. The fact should te
torne in mind, however, that the dry matter fed to Lot 3 cost de-
cidedly more than the same amount of dry matter in the feeds used
vfith Lot 1.
The gains per hundred pounds of grain are closely in accord witt
the amounts of dry ma,tter cons-umed per pound of gain. Lot 3 made
.42 of ct pound more teef from 100 pounds of grain with roughage
than did Lot 1. The roughage fed to Lot 1 was hov/ever, more effec-
tive than that fed to Lot 3 as is evidenced ty the facts that less
roughage was required per pound of gain, that more grain was re-
quired per pound of gain and that the same amount of dry matter v/as
required per pound of gain.
This means that the expensive timothy hay and gluten meal fed
to Lot 3 \/ere equal, in their influence upon the ration for economy
in pounds of food required for a pound of gain, to the cheaper
clover hay which was fed to Lot 1 with the production of more pounds
of teef and pork.
The pigs with Lot 1 gained more pounds in weight than those
with Lots 2 and 3, and tliose with Lot 2 gained more than those with
Lot 3. These facts hold good on toth of the sets of pigs involved,
one lot teing used v/hen the grain v/as fed v/hole and the second v;hen
the grain was fed ground.
It v/ould seem that the clover hay ration favored the rapid as
well as economical production of toth teef and poi'k, and that the
presence of gluten meal in the ration fed to Lot 3 was favoratle to

the production of teef from a small amount of dry matter, tut un-
favorable to the production of pork. The pipjs following the steers
in Lot 2 receiving corn alone as a concentrate inade tetter returns
for the feed consumed "by the steers than the pigs in Lot 3 v/hich had
access to the corn and gluten meal.
Gluten meal is not more digest itle to tiie steers than corn.
The disadvantage of the pigs of Lot 3 v/as not due to the ma.tter of
digestibility of jjil^ten meal. The gluten meal, however, vrould te
less easily obtained "by the pig than undigested particles of corn.
This is especially true v/hen v/'iole corn is fed though much of the
droppings are a.ctually consumed, but the disadvantage at v/hich these
pigs labored v/as still apparent when the grain was all fed ground
and a new lot of pigs v/as used.
The proportionate amount of roughage fed to the steers in Lot 2
was less than v;ith Lot 3 and it v/as thought from time to time during
the experiment that the steers in Lot 2 digested their grain less
perfectly and passed more corn than the steers in Lot 3 v/' ich cer-
tainly received a better balanced ration. The fact of this con-
dition ma.y partially or v/}-iolly explain v/hy the pigs in Lot 3 proved
to be the poorest producers of pork.
It must be concluded, hov/ever, that the clover hay fed to the
steers of Tot 1 v/as of decided advsjitage to the pigs follov^ang the
steers and that the substitution of gluten ineal for a part of the
corn in the steer's ration, the roughage being corn stover and tim-
othy hay, is a disadvantage to the pig. e makes more pork v;hen
the steer is fed on corn alone as a concentrate, timothy hay a,nd
corn stover being used as rougha,ge . It should be borne in mind,
jl
however, that the statement or implication is not made that gluten
j
meal fed directly to the pig or fed to the pig through the steer
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along v;ith other roughage than timothy hay and corn stover, is a
jj
disadvantage to tiie pig or is less effective than corn alone.
|!
ji
That the pigs did get some ter^ef it from the gluten meal is l|
ii
determined ty computing the cost in grain of the pork produced with
Lot 3 on the lasis of corn alone, no account "being taken of the
gluten irieal. The cost in grain is then less than v.dth Lot 2, tut ,
as the cost in pounds of grain v/hen gluten meal is also considered .
'
is greater than with Lot 2 v/here corn is the only grain fed v/ith
the same roughage as is fed to Lot 3, we may conclude that these
figures tend to prove that the mixture of corn and gluten meal in
this ration was not as valualole for pork production as corn alone.
j
The explanation of the fact that the pigs with Lot 1, receiving!
corn and clover nay made the greatest gains and the cheapest gains
on the tasis of pounds of grain required, is protatly to te found in
the composition of clover hay as compared with gluten meal, timothy
hay and corn stover. Clover hay is cliaracter ist ically rich toth in
proteids and mineral matters, much richer in toth these classes of
nutrients than corn stover and timothy ha.y . It is not nscxrly so
rich as gluten meal in proteids, tut much more so in mineral matter.
ITow v;hy did clover hay in the steer's ration prove so much more
valuable to the pig than gluten meal? There is tut one answer. It
was the mineral matter of the clover hay since this is the only
class of nutrients to te found in larger proportion in clover hay
than in gluten meal.
The airiount of pork produced per 100 po^jinds of whole grain is
thought to "be very credita'ble especially when the facts are con-
sidered that no grain at all v^as availa'ble for pork production until
it had actually passed through the steer, and th^t the mud in the
lots made the gathering of the pig's portion a very difficult task.
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Much waste cf pig food occurred tlirough. a lack of a solid founda-
tion in the lots. I
The araount of pork produced per hundred pounds of whole grain i
fed to the steers as compared to that i^roduced from ground grain is
interesting and significant.
One hundred jjounds of whole grain fed to the steers proved on
the avera{-G of the three lots to I'.e six and a half times as effec-
tive for pork production as the stime weight of groujid grain.
As regards the average amount of grain required per pound of
meat, that is, of teef ond pork together. Lot 3 required least grain;
Lot 1 was a close second and Lot 2 required considerably more. As
j
to roughage consumed Lot 1 required the least; Lot 3 was second and i
Lot 2 third.
:
The final test of the efficiency of the rations is in the
amount of dry matter required per pound of meat. Lot 1 required the
leant; Lot 3 came second and Let 2, third. The corn and clover
ration made the most "teef and the most pork at the least expendi-
ture of dry matter.
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SHIPPING AlTD SIAUGHTER WEIGHTS.
jj
Tatle ITo, 10 exliitits the weight of the cattle ty lots at
jj
Champaign and also corresponding weights at Chicago "both tefore
slaughter and after the dressing of the carcass.
Lot 1 shrank in shipment six pounds' less per steer than Lots
2 and 3 .
The dressed weights of the carcasses shov/ that Lot 1 dressed
out the most meat, Lot 3 coming second. These two lots v/ere of
approximately the Scune weight at the "beginning of the experiment
though Lot 1 vms actually a little the lighter.
The proportionate excess in live weight of Lot 1 over Lots 2
jl
and 3 was rendered still greater in the slaughter test cy the fact
that Lot 1 dressed out a higher percentage of carcass to live v/eight!|
than did Lots 2 and 3. Lot 1 dressed 1.2 per cent, higher than Lot
3 and 1.7 per cer-.t. higlier than Lot 2. These differences are suf-
ficient to figure conspicuously in the financial results.
|j
The methods of fattening pursued with these steers seems even
to have affected the v;eight of the hides for their weights corre-
spond to the live ^/eights and weights of the dressed teef . Lot 1
had the heaviest hides; Lot 3 Cc'ne second and Lot 2, tiiird.
The fat from the offal parts v/as kept separate for tlie three
lots. Lot 1 besides yielding the highest percentage of dressed
heef and the ?ieaviest hides also yielded the most ffi.t from the offal;
parts eleven pounds more of f;.t,t per st^er than Lot 3 and sixteen
pounds more than Lot 2. Tliis difference in the value of the offal
parts is a matter of great iiriportance .
At this time prime pacher's tallow was worth 7 3/8 cents per
pound and green salted, cured hides vrere v/orth 7 3/4 cents per pound^
In computing the value of the hides and tallow an allowance was made
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Gf 16 per cent, for sjirinkage in the weight of the fresh hide during
the curinc process and of 30 per cent, in the weight of rough tallow
for shrinkafj:e durinf: rendering. The meat from Lot 1 v^as v/orth
10 '6/4 cents p-r pound, froM Lot 2, 10 cents per pound and from
Lot 3, 10 1/2 cents per pound. As there was no satisfactory method
of estimating the value of the offal psirts aside from the fat, such
as hearts, tails, livers, "blood, tone meal, casings, tankage and the
like, it v/as assumed that these parts were of equal value in the
three lots and such differences in the values of the three lots an
are here noted a.re tased on the values of the dressed carcass, hide
and fat. This is manifestly inaccurate and tends to exaggerate the
differences tetween the three lots, tut is the test that v^e can do
vdth the data at hand.
The consideration of these values for the hides a.nd tallow,
however, do not add greatly to the accuracy of the computation as
these products are certainly worth much more per pound to the packer
than country prepared products tring in the jiarket . This is te cause
of profits saved, superior condition of the product and opportuni-
ties for marketing. The hides as taken from the animals in the
packing houses ty experts under the eyes of still more expert and
critical inspectors are worth very much more per pound than indif-
ferently; pre oared country hides. As much may te said of the tallow,
especially such parts of it as are utilized for artificial tutter.
The values of the three lots were computed on the tasis of the
atove figures and the results are as follows:
Lot 1 was v/orth ^590.50 per steer; Lot 2 was v/orth $76.31 per
steer and Lot 3, 111585.02 per steer. The prices paid for the three
lots were, for Lot 1, ^.91. 65 per steer, for Lot 2, $82.03 per steer
and for Lot 3, $93.00 per steer.
11.
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At the packing house it v/as considered th.'-.t all of these lots
were 1-ought worth the money paid. Hence, it is seen that the packer!;
paid for Lot 1, $il.l5 per steer more than the dressed "fceef , hide
and fat v;e]'e worth and that he paid for Lot 2, ^p5.72 more a.nd for
Lot 3, .*)7 .98 more per steer than the same parts v/ere worth.
Lot 3, the gluten meal lot was certainly the least profitaTsle
of the three to the packer, Lots 1 and 2 heing bought at a wider
margin of profit. Assuming that Lot 3 was ho.ndled at a proijt, as
|
it seems fair to do, it v/ould seem that the packer could have af-
forded to pay for Lot 1, $6.83 and for Lot 2, $2.26 more per steer
than the price paid. Tiiis would have crought Lot 1 up to $98.48
and Lot 2 up to $84.29 per steer, as prices which the packer could
have paid for these lots of r-teers and still handled them at the
sane profit as Lot 3.
If Lot 3 v;as "bought at a profit at $7.50 per cwt . , Lot 1 should
have brought $7.80 and Lot 2, $7.20 per cv't . These figures shov/
that Lots 1 and 2 sold for at least 55 and 20 cents per cwt. re-
spectively, less than their value 1-ecause they lacked those super-
ficial evidences 'f a finished condition v/hioh were possessed "by
Lot 3, the gluten meal steers.
Lot 3 cost the packer $17.83 more. Lot 2, $14.93 more and
Lot 1, $11.60 more per steer than the dressed carcasses were v/orth.
On this hasis alone, if Lot 3 v;as handled at a profit at $7.50 per
cv;t
.
, live v/eight , then Lot 1 should have brought $7.74 and Lot 2,
$7.25 per cv/t .
,
live weif^jit .
These are mig.'^ty arguirients in favor of the use during finishing
of some oily and nitrogenous food which will r^roduce upon the steer
that tloom v/hich ;:ells the animal to advantage.
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GONCT.USIOIIS.
The final results from tlie complete data shov; Lot 1, the corn
and clover steers to have teen very much the most profitatle lot in
the experiment "both from the points of view of the producer and the
"butcher .
Lot 3, fed on corn, gluten meal, corn stover and timothy hay,
ranks second as to prof itatleness to the producer and at the price
paid ranked third in profit atleness to the tutcher
.
Lot 2, fed on corn, timothy hay and corn stover was very useful
in furnishing evidence against some feeding practices still adliered
to ty some although commonly thought to "be unprofitable.
The ration fed to l^ot 2 ranks last in productiveness in every
respect "but one. This ration produced more pork than that fed to
Lot 3. It was instructive, however, in assuring us that as wide a
ration as is produced "by the supplementing of corn v/ith non-nitro-
genous roughage alone, such as timothy hay, corn stover or strav/, is
not economical under any ordinary market conditions "because it is
expensive of feed and also of time as it is slovr in the production
of "beef.
The distinct advantages of Lot 1 over Lots 2 and 3 are as
follows:
The ration fed to Lot 1 produced the most loeef and the most
pork, 12.8 per cent, more meat than Lot 3 and 32.7 per cent, more
than Lot 2.
Lot 1 produced this meat at the least expenditure of d'ry matter
in the feed.
The steers in this lot v/ere the heartiest feeders and v/ere
the least often off feed.
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The v.'hole ration fed v\fas produced on the farm, no portion of
it requiring a cash outlay for its purchase.
The effect upon the fertility of the land produced ty the grow-
ing of the clover in this ration is much to its advantage.
The corn a^icl clover ration, aside from teing the most effec-
tive, v/as the checvpest of the three.
Tiie steers of Lot 1 shrank less in shipraent than those of
Lot s 2 and 3 .
.
Tie offo.l parts of the steers in Lot 1 were most valuable lie-
cause Ghey contained more fat than did th.e off.il parts of Lots 2
and 3 .
j
The hides of Lot 1 v;ere more valuable than those of Lots 2
Ij
a.r.d 3 "because possessed v/ith greater weight. '
i;
The dressed heef of Lot 1 aside from "being greater in amount 1
was most v:'lua"cle per pound "because of the greatest thickness of
flesh. It was a,lso much fatter than Lot 2.
The advantages of Lot 3 over Lot 1 are as follows:
The external covering of feat on the carcass was a little thick-'
er and more complete and the color was a little "better though the
meat was less valuable hecause it was not so thick. ij
On the foot Lot 3 had the appearance of "being much more iLeo.rly
finished than Lot 1. The slaughter test snowed that this appearance
of a finish did not indicate a condition of the carcass which would
jarrant the paying for Lot 3 of as high a price per pound as for
Lot 1, hut the fact remains that Lot 3 did apoear much more nearly
finished and did "bring a tetter price per pound. ;
This is a matter of great importance. Lot 1, in every vfo.y the
most profifcahle lot hoth for the producer and the "butcher sold to a
d if>advantage as compared to Lot 3 "because it lacked the superficial
ii
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evidences of a finished condition. Lot 3 possessed t}ie evidences
v/itliout the condition which they are supposed to indicate.
|
This experiment entirely substantiates the current opinion that ^'
corn and clover alone do not produce on the nteer the very finest
finir.};. How much these last finishinj^ touches really indicate in
any case is indeed a question, "but if it sells the steer, have it
vie must . |i
It would seem that the "buyer is sometimes misled by the super-
ficial symptoms of a finished condition v;hich in reality does not
I
exist or else that he discriminates against anything he can find to
discriminate against and buys steers belov^ their real value because :
they lack the finishing touches possessed by some other animals whicii
are actually loss valuable beco.use they are more v/asty, thinner
fleshed and in general less completely fatted.
Had the corn and clover steers of Lot 1 been handsomely fin-
I
ished they would have still further distanced the other lots. It
j
would seem decidedly advisable during the least of the fattening
I' period to use v/ith corn a small amount of some oily and nitrogenous
feed such as will produce the gloss or bloom demanded by the market.
In case such feed is purchased it would be wise to consider not
jj
alone the value of the feed to the steer, but the total value of the
feed to the steer, to the pig and to the fertility of the f.;i,r!ii. Of
two feeds a.t the Scxme price, and of the some value for beef pro-
duction, one being advantageous to the pig and to the fertility of
the farm v/hile the ot?i.er is less so, certainly buy the one which
favors the pig and the fertility of the farm.. In this choice of a
concentrate to feed witli corn during final finishing there is one
more point to consider. Corn farmers ca?i not afford to pay a high
I price for a feed the use of v/hich v/ill tend to lower the price
I
which they can get for surplus corn.
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